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 A natural and holistic approach to the mind-body connection. Bonus: PDF Sex & Soul book! Here is your PDF copy of the
book on being alive! Includes: ~The Erotic Secrets of Tantra~ at SexandSoul.com ~A FREE 35 minute Tantra session~ ~30 step
guided breathing~ ~30 pleasurable massage strokes~ ~Erotic oral massage~ ~The Essence of Sexual Lovemaking~ ~Mantras for
Tantric Meditation~  >What will you learn? * 30 Pleasurable Massage Strokes * Sexual Communication Skills * Five Levels of

Tantric Breathing * 30 Sensuous Massage Techniques * A sensual Tantric Journey * Natural Sexual Lovemaking * Tantric
Meditation * Tantric Foreplay * A Tantric Massage >What others have said: "I loved this book!! As a Reiki practitioner, I

found it was both simple and practical to the understanding of Tantra. When I found this book, I could understand the energy of
being in touch with your sexuality and becoming more alive." ~Allison Reynolds "When you read this book, you'll be excited to
learn new things! Tantric meditation has been around for centuries, but it's been hidden from the public eye. When you read this

book, you'll understand why tantra was hidden from the public eye." ~The Mystic Life Group "In all my readings and classes
about the tantra practice, I was disappointed to find such a small number of massage techniques available to readers. That's why

I contacted [SexandSoul] and was so excited to find so much information in this book. I feel that readers will understand the
nuances of the massage techniques and how to practice them in order to experience greater pleasure during sexual activity. This
book is a pleasure to read and offers much for those interested in discovering the secrets of Tantra." ~Tantra Publications >Sex

& Soul Book Guarantee: I do stand behind what I say, so if you are not 100% satisfied after reading the book, I will refund
100% of the purchase price, no questions asked. If you would like to learn more about the tantric massage techniques and the

benefits of being alive 82157476af
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